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Abstract
The carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) of the largest subunit of RNA polymerase II,
RPB1, is made up of tandem heptapeptide repeats whose residues are heavily post-translationally
modified, helping to orchestrate eukaryotic transcription. Severe truncation of the CTD adversely
affects growth; at least 8 of the 26 wild-type repeats are necessary for survival in yeast. Among
truncated mutants, some suppressors are able to expand the CTD, restoring wild-type growth.
Through construction of truncated CTDs by Recursive Directional Ligation (RDL), this study
seeks to develop a novel and precise system to monitor CTD expansion. We calculate the
mutational frequency associated with expansion, and explore the role of DNA repair in this
process. Suppressor mutations were found to appear at a defined frequency among truncated
strains, tending to increase when DNA repair proteins are deleted. The major finding of this
study was that the frequency of expansion events significantly decreases in rad5 and rad52
strains. This suggests a role for DNA repair machinery in changes to CTD length. Repair is
critical to the CTD when truncated, as truncation limits the binding ability of the CTD in
transcription. We propose that the inherent repetitive DNA sequence of the CTD makes it
susceptible to replication stalling and/or breakage, but is also responsible for promoting its
restoration via one or more DNA repair pathways.
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Introduction
I. Structure and Function of RPB1 and its C-terminal domain
RPB1 is the largest subunit of eukaryotic RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). It contains the
catalytic core, where the nascent RNA is formed during transcription, and a repetitive C-terminal
domain (CTD). Of the three eukaryotic RNA polymerases, RNAPII is unique in its ability to
transcribe mRNA, the intermediate molecule from DNA to protein. Key components of this
catalytic activity are highlighted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The active site of RPB1. DNA-RNA hybrid: dark blue for DNA template and light

blue for the newly synthesized RNA strand. Shown in red are residues which act as key
initiators in the formation of the lid and rudder loop that helps to pull apart the DNA/RNA
hybrid as RNAPII elongates. Shown in yellow, and buried in the active site of the Rpb1p
subunit are the residues responsible for coordinating two magnesium ions (shown in purple).
Residues in this site are thought to have a function in transcription initiation and elongation, as
they are situated at the site of ribonucleotide addition. (Malagon et al. 2006). PDB File 1I6H
(Gnatt et al 2001), rendering by S. Morrill.
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The CTD of RNAPII also makes it distinct from other
eukaryotic RNA polymerases (Corden, 1990). RPB1 CTD is
made up of tandem heptapeptide repeats with the amino acid
sequence YSPTSPS, which is generally conserved across
eukaryotes. The number of repeats in the CTD, as well as the
fidelity of the repeats to consensus, changes across species
(Corden, 1990). For example, there are twice as many repeats in
humans as there are in yeast, at 52 and 26 respectively (Figure
2); and whereas yeast show very little deviation from consensus
(7 out of 26), half of human CTD repeats differ from consensus
– the majority at the C-terminus (Hsin & Manley, 2012).
The CTD of RNAPII has proven to be essential to its
function. Phosphorylation of the CTD, as well as other forms of
post-translational modification (PTM), seem to drive individual
transcriptional events, facilitating processes such as initiation, elongation, termination, and some
mRNA processing (Egloff & Murphy, 2008). Figure 3 depicts PTM-dependent protein
recruitment to the CTD.
Figure 3. Recruitment of proteins to
RNAPII
by
post-translational
modification
of
the
CTD.
Phosphorylation of serines and
isomerization of proline residues at
specific
points
during
the
transcriptional cycle differentially
recruit
proteins
necessary
for
processes such as elongation, capping,
splicing, and polyadenylation of the
trancribed mRNA.
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II. CTD truncation
In yeast and mice, deletion of the CTD is lethal. Yeast cells have been shown to survive
with as few as eight wild-type (WT) repeats, and 10 WT repeats are sufficient for normal growth
(Corden & West, 1995; Nonet, Sweetser, & Young, 1987). In a novel study, Nonet et al. (1987)
created the first series of deletion mutants of RPB1 CTD using a plasmid-based system. Plasmids
were cut 3’ of the CTD and trimmed using exonucleases; using a linker, plasmids were re-ligated
together, and transformed into rpb1 yeast via a plasmid shuffle system (Boeke et al, 1984) to
replace full-length copies. Exact deletion endpoints were determined by sequencing. From this,
they find that there is a strong correlation between cell viability and length of the CTD,
classifying mutants as viable (V), non-viable (N), or conditionally-viable (C). Deletions which
occurred within the first 10 repeats produced cells which were completely non-viable, resulting
in death; those that occurred in repeats 11-13 produced mutants which were sensitive to stress,
such as extreme heat or cold conditions (conditional viability); deletions past repeat 13 produced
viable yeast, able to survive under all stresses. It is also noted that severe truncation of the tail
does not affect protein expression or stability, but rather compromises its function (Nonet et al,
1987).
In a follow-up study done by the same group (Nonet & Young, 1989), it was found that
the conditionally viable cells, when grown under stress conditions, could produce suppressors. A
suppressor mutation is a change to the genome which results in a reversion of phenotype – in this
case, the change results in restoration of wild-type growth. The majority of suppressors that were
isolated showed expansions to the CTD, with partial duplications increasing its length by 2 to 5
repeats, or 42 to 105 nucleotides. Of the six expanded suppressors which were sequenced, a
majority showed duplication events at repeats 6-8 (Nonet & Young, 1989). Other suppressor
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types include intragenic point mutations to rpb1 outside of the heptapeptide domain, as well as a
class of extragenic mutations which were termed SRBs (suppressor of RNA polymerase B). It
was proposed that SRB proteins were somehow interacting with RNAPII CTD to modulate the
growth phenotype in truncated mutants (Nonet & Young 1989). From studies involving Roger
Kornberg’s lab, it was later found that SRBs were part of a complex of proteins called the
Mediator, and that these proteins specifically interact with the CTD to mediate transcriptional
activation (Kim et. al. 1994).

III. Instability of Repetitive DNA
Repetitive DNA, such as that found in the sequence of RNAPII CTD, is widely prevalent,
making up 46% of the human genome (Gemayel et al, 2010). Surprisingly, it is also highly
susceptible to breakage. This instability is due in part to the formation of secondary structures
within the repeats, which can eventually lead to gaps or breakage if not properly resolved during
replication or transcription. It is this progression that we are most interested in exploring, as
unstable repetitive DNA frequently undergoes processes of expansion and contraction over the
life of a cell, often at rates between
10−3 and 10−7 per cell division – 10 to
100,000 times higher than the average
mutation rate in other parts of the
genome (Gemayel et al, 2010).
Secondary structures form as a
result of alternative base pairing within
DNA, creating topological deviations

Figure 4. Alternative DNA structures. From Voineagu
et al (2009) review. Illustrates four types of alternative
DNA secondary structures and the types of sequences that
form them. From left to right, these structures are
hairpins, cruciform DNA, triplex (H form) DNA, and
quadruplex (G4) DNA. IR = inverted repeats.
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in the DNA helix. Some common examples of these types of structures are shown in Figure 4,
from Voineagu, Freudenreich, & Mirkin (2009). DNA hairpin and cruciform formation relies on
internal Watson-and-Crick pairing at inverted repeats, in single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) respectively. The inverted sequences may be an exact match,
producing a faithfully-paired protrusion, but may also contain mismatches, as in the case of
hairpins formed in trinucleotide repeat regions of ssDNA (Voineagu et al, 2009). Non Watsonand-Crick pairing, or Hoogsteen base pairing (Figure 5), can contribute to the formation of DNA
secondary structures as well. In the case of triplex DNA, hydrogen bonding occurs between the
Watson and Crick pairs in the major groove of a double-stranded helix and the bases of a third
invading strand, particularly where there are poly purine or poly pyrimidine stretches (FrankKamenetskii MD & Mirkin SM, 1995). The final example of alternative secondary structures,
quadruplex DNA, is another case of Hoogsteen base pairing. Quadruplex structures require the
union of four DNA strands through clusters of G nucleotide bases, forming what is referred to as
a G tetrad; this may result from the folding over of one or more single stranded pieces of DNA –
through intra or intermolecular interactions (Burge et al. 2006). Several G tetrads come together,
stacking in a planar fashion, much in the same way as the traditional DNA duplex would.
Quadruplex DNA was discovered at telomeric repeats, where there is a single stranded G-rich
Figure 5. Hoogsteen base
pairing in alternative DNA
structures. Triplex DNA
(left) and quadruplex DNA
(right) both show examples
of
non-Watson-and-Crick
base
pairing,
utilizing
alternative hydrogen bond
acceptors and donors. (FrankKamenetskii & Mirkin, 1995;
Burge et al. 2006)
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repetitive overhang created by a failure to replicate fully to the end of the chromosome. It has
since been discovered that G4 structures can be found in many other repetitive regions of the
DNA, particularly where there is significant GC skew (Capra et al, 2010; Fuchs, unpublished) –
a property which describes the disproportionate distribution of Gs and Cs on opposite strands of
the duplex. The likelihood of a particular secondary structure forming is dependent on many
factors beyond DNA sequence. Cruciforms, for example, are generally kinetically unfavorable,
and so require protein intervention or the presence of highly negatively supercoiled DNA,
whereas quadruplex DNA requires coordination of a monovalent cation, a cofactor which is
abundantly available under normal physiological conditions (Voineagu et al, 2009).
Hairpin, triplex, and quadruplex structures have all been shown by 2D gel electrophoresis
to stall replication fork progression in yeast, producing quantifiable repair intermediates
(Voineagu et al, 2009; Paeschke et al, 2011). They are also known to be associated with other
events of genomic instability such as DNA double-stranded breaks (DSBs) (Bacolla et al. 2006).
Instability is particularly exacerbated under conditions where long stretches of ssDNA are left
exposed, as with treatment by hydroxyurea (HU) (Voineagu et al. 2009, Paeschke et al. 2011).
Fork stalling and DSBs necessitate repair in order for cell cycle progression to continue, and as
such trigger major checkpoint pathways within the cell, leading to chromosomal rearrangements
and deletions (Voineagu et al. 2009). For repetitive sequences in particular, genomic instability
and repair lead to expansions and contractions of the tandem repeat sequence.
The expansion of short tandem repeats in conjunction with the development of disease
has been well characterized, particularly for neurodegenerative disorders. One of the most
prominent examples of this is Huntington’s disease (HD), which is due to the expansion in CAG
repeats of the Huntingtin gene (HTT). Long coding tracts of CAG in HTT produce polyglutamine
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regions at the N-terminus of the protein. Htt is required for development, but its aggregation in
the brain is thought to be the causal factor in HD: N-terminal fragments of Htt have been shown
to accumulate in areas of the brain which are affected in patients with HD (DiFiglia et al. 1997).
The disease does not manifest in individuals possessing only 10-35 CAG repeats; the threshold
for HD seems to be around 40 repeats, as these individuals almost always develop the disease
(NIH Genetics Home Reference, 2015). This is because the longer polyglutamine regions are
more likely to cause aggregation in the brain, disrupting normal neurological function. CAG
repeats fall under the class of trinucleotide repeats, previously discussed, which make the DNA
particularly unstable and susceptible to changes in length. It is thought that trinucleotide repeats
(TNRs) cause expansions and contractions by formation of hairpins during replication.

IV. Existing models of repeat instability and expansion
A recent review by Mirkin (2007) proposes three model classifications for the instability
of simple repeats: the replication model, the repair model, and the mitotic recombination model.
Each of these attempts to describe when the secondary structures of repeats form, what processes
they interfere with, and how they are resolved.
During synthesis, it is proposed that secondary structure motifs at the site of trinucleotide
repeats form stable hairpins as the replication fork opens. This is particularly likely to happen
within regions of exposed single-stranded DNA, as in the Okazaki initiation zone of the lagging
strand (Mirkin 2007). Formation of the hairpin produces extrusion of some portion of the leading
or lagging strand DNA, causing temporary stalling of synthesis and eventual strand
misalignment at the site of replication. From here, the replication model is often presented in two
ways, depending on how replication proceeds (Figure 6). If the hairpin between Okazaki
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fragments is ignored and synthesis continues across the site, contraction will occur (Shishkin
2009). This process is known as fork bypass, and is illustrated in the top portion of Figure 6.
Alternatively, replication fork stalling due to hairpin formation could trigger fork reversal,
resulting in what is known as a “chicken foot” DNA structure. Such a change in conformation
would expose the structure-forming portion of the nascent leading strand, leading to hairpin
formation. When replication restarts, the fork returns to its normal conformation, again resulting
in misalignment of the two strands. In this case, misalignment would result in an expansion
event, as in the bottom portion of Figure 6.

Figure 6. TNR expansion and contraction during DNA synthesis. From Mirkin, 2007. Depicting
the encounter of a DNA region prone to formation of secondary structures (red) during replication.
Such an encounter results in fork stalling as progression is halted, but replication may proceed by
two possible mechanisms: fork bypass (top) or fork reversal (bottom), described in text.

The repair model centers around the idea that a secondary structure formed within the
DNA mimics other lesions that can occur, for which there is existing repair machinery. In the
case of a hairpin, it is believed that the loop is recognized as if it were a bulge in the DNA,
similar to a mismatch between base pairs or a nucleotide adduct. The secondary structure is
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thought to arise either during replication or when the DNA is nicked at a repetitive region, as by
free radicals (Mirkin, 2007). The structure then recruits repair machinery from mismatch repair
(MMR), base excision repair (BER), or nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathways. Repeat
instability emerges as this structure is being repaired, most likely due to strand slippage.
The recombination model of repeat instability assumes the presence of a double-stranded
break (DSB) that occurs during synthesis within the repeat tract (Paques et al, 1998). In
attempting to faithfully repair the DSB, recombination may occur, requiring end resection and
strand invasion of the intact chromosome. This provides the damaged chromosome with a
template, so that the site of the break may be restored. Mistakes can occur during the synthesis
step with formation of secondary structures within the repetitive region, or when repetitive
regions slip and misalign. The invaded structure may be resolved through the formation of a
Holliday junction as in homologous recombination, or through annealing of the two partially
synthesized nascent strands as in synthesis dependent strand annealing. In either case,
misalignment of the damaged strand within the repetitive region can result in an expansion or
contraction event.

Much of the existing data for repeat instability, and the models derived from it, has been
based on trinucleotide repeats. Instability of longer tandem repeats, like the heptapeptide regions
of the CTD, are not as well studied; it is not known whether they operate under the same
conditions or use the same mechanisms of expansion as shorter tandem repeat regions. This
study seeks to characterize the repeat expansion events observed in the truncated CTD, analyzing
the mutation rate associated with restoration of growth phenotype in truncated mutants.
Additionally, we identify factors involved in repeat expansion of the CTD, using the existing
framework of TNR expansion to help develop a model which fits our observations of the CTD.
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Methods
Yeast strains/media
Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain GRY3019 and control strain GRY3020 (genotypes in
Supplement) were used for all experiments involving the coding locus for RPB1, including the
Doxycycline selection assay (strains from Malagon & Strathern, 2006). GRY3019 is an rpb1
mutant where the gene is under tTA dependent expression (Tet-off system), allowing
transcription of native RPB1 to be turned off by addition of doxycycline to the growth media
(Figure 7). This addition makes it possible to inactivate the genomic copy of RPB1 and force the
transcription of the synthetic CTD construct alone. GRY3019 and GRY3020 were grown on
synthetic complete (SC) medium, minus
leucine (-LEU), plus doxycycline (+DOX,
40ug/ml) for selection experiments, and SC –
LEU or YPD for controls (Methods in Yeast
Genetics, 1997).
The original canavanine reporter strain
for monitoring expansion in the non-coding
context (CH1585) was created by members of
the Mirkin Lab at Tufts University (Shah et al,
Figure 7. tTA-controlled RPB1. GRY3019 utilizes
a tet-off system to control the genomic copy of
RPB1. The promoter region contains a binding site
for a transactivating protein (tTA); binding of the
transactivator is necessary for transcription of
RPB1, and it is this interaction which is disrupted in
the presence of doxycycline. The synthetic plasmidbased copy of RPB1 is put under the control of the
native RPB1 promoter, and such is not affected by
doxycycline addition.

2014 and Supplement). In this strain,
endogenous CAN1 has been replaced with
kanMX conferring G418 resistance. G418r
yeast are subsequently transformed with a
GAL1 promoter (PGAL1)-driven CAN1
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construct, shown in Figure 8 at its site of integration in chromosome III, downstream of ARS306,
an origin of replication (Shah et al, 2014).

Figure 8. Shah (2014) system for monitoring repeat expansion in a nontranscribed location. From Shah (2014), partial figure. Schematic of the
canavanine reporter construct, both with (B) and without (A) a repetitive
region.

The repetitive region of interest is inserted between the positive regulatory element of the
GAL1 promoter and its upstream activating site (UAS). Both the full-length native CTD
sequence (WT26) and the synthetic CTD sequence (synWT26) were prepared for ligation into the
PGAL1-driven CAN1 construct at this site by performing PCR mutagenesis. Additionally, a
positive control with 100 tandem trinucleotide (GAA) repeats was prepared. The PGAL1 construct
exists as an integrating plasmid, G100 (Ampr, TRP+), which carries NcoI and NotI RE sites
nested between UASGAL and PGAL1. NcoI and NotI sites were added upstream and downstream of
the CTD sequence, such that the sequence could be inserted into G100 in either orientation. In
order to integrate the PGAL1 constructs, G100 is cut with SwaI, linearizing it. This product is then
gel purified and transformed by the High-Efficiency Yeast protocol (Gietz & Schiestl, 2007).
The distances between UASGAL1 and PGAL1 are as follows: (GAA)100 = 515bp, WT26 = 650bp,
synWT26 = 670bp. A non-repetitive control strain was also provided by the Mirkin lab
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(YJK154), which contains a portion of the TET gene between the UAS and promoter at the
integrated locus.
Due to issues with plasmid contamination, a second canavanine reporter strain was made,
using the control strain GRY3020 as a starter. GRY3020 is already trp-, the first requirement of a
canavanine reporter strain because the PGAL1-CAN1 constructs have TRP1 as their selective
marker for integration. Primers were then developed to amplify the can1 region of a strain where
the gene had been replaced by Schizosaccharomyces pombe HIS5 (homologous to
Saccharomyces cerevisiae HIS3) under a ste2 promoter (Schuldiner et al, 2006). The PCR
product of this reaction was then transformed into GRY3020, and selected for integration on SCHIS. This new strain, referred to as YSF1114 (Supplement), serves as an appropriate
replacement for CH1585, as it is both can1 and trp1.

CTD constructs and nomenclature
In order to create repetitive CTD constructs of precise length and sequence, recursive
directional

ligation

by

plasmid

reconstruction (PRe-RDL) was used,
following the protocol described in
McDaniel et. al. (2010). Figure 9 is a
schematic of the PRe-RDL method,
where each unit represents DNA
encoding two heptapeptide repeats of
differing

nucleotide

sequence.

Construction in this way allows all

Figure 9. Pre-RDL method of construction. The region
in blue represents a single repeat unit, which can be
duplicated faithfully by paired cutting of the plasmid by
restriction enzymes. A= AcuI, B = BseRI, C = BglI.
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even-numbered CTD lengths to be created from a single starting unit.
The plasmid backbone shown in Figure 9 is JMD2 (Kanr), an RDL-compatible plasmid
which contains several necessary restriction enzyme cut sites. Alternately cutting with pairs of
restriction enzymes allows for creation of two fragments that, when put together, create an exact
duplication of a repeat unit. Digests were performed using the protocol outlined in McDaniel
(2010), and were run on a low percentage agarose gel (0.8%) for gel extraction by Qiagen kit;
fragments were ligated using T4 ligase, according to NEB specifications.
Two other RE sites, XmaI and SacI, were built into the first and last repeat, respectively,
to flank the CTD region. These sites were necessary to subclone the sequence into a secondary
plasmid compatible with yeast, pSMF2, which contains the rest of the RPB1 gene as well as
selective markers AMPr and LEU. Subcloning was performed according to New England Biolab
specifications, involving restriction enzyme digest, dephosphorylation of cut ends by Antarctic
shrimp phosphatase, and ligation by T4 ligase. Vectors were isolated by Qiagen gel extraction,
and successfully-cloned plasmids were transformed into E. coli DH5 competent cells by
electroporation and stored at -80C in glycerol stocks.
Nomenclature of the constructs consists of two parts: the length of the CTD, and whether
the construct is built (RDL) or native sequence. Constructs which are synthetically derived begin
with “syn,” while those that are native (naturally-found) have no such marking. The length is
indicated by numerical subscript. For example, synWT8, synWT10, and synWT14 have 8, 10, and
14 repeats respectively and are synthetically derived. “WT” signifies that the amino acid
sequence is fully conserved.
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Knockout strains
Deletion of DNA repair genes was done using PCR primers that flank the genes of
interest (KU70, RAD5, RAD52, POL32) and which also contain homology to a NAT resistance
cassette, a method known as PCR mutagenesis (Janke et al, 2004). The NAT resistance cassette
was amplified with these primers, creating linear DNA which was able to achieve a complete
knockout when transformed for integration using the High Efficiency Yeast protocol (Gietz,
2007). Strains were selected after recovery on YPD using NAT; successful transformants were
identified by a combination of upstream and NAT-specific primers (Supplement) sent for
sequencing to confirm integration.

Yeast plasmid transformation
Plasmid transformation into yeast was accomplished using the Quick and Easy LiAc/SS
carrier DNA/PEG method of yeast transformation published by Gietz & Schiestl (2007); CTDcontaining plasmids were selected for on SC-LEU media.

Spotting assays
Samples were diluted in 5-fold increments left to right, starting with an OD600 of 1 from
overnight cultures (Fuchs, 2012). Dilutions were plated onto SC-LEU and SC-LEU+DOX, using
a pin replicator to ensure consistent spot size.

Determining mutation rate of the truncated CTD
The protocol used was derived from a similar fluctuation analysis experiment in
Aksenova et al. (2013), and modified to fit the doxycycline (dox) selection system using
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GRY3019 synWT8 strains (including knock-out strains). GRY3019 synWT8 was streaked for
isolation onto SC-leu to maintain the RPB1 plasmid, and incubated at 30C for 4-5 days (until
colonies are large, ~106 cells). For each initial colony, cells were suspended in liquid and plated
for selection on doxycycline media; the same cell suspension was diluted 104-fold and plated on
YPD as a cell count control. 12 replicates were performed for each strain, derived from 12 initial
colonies. Suppressors were identified by colony formation on dox media after ~4 days. Colony
counts from both the dox selection and the matched control plates were used as input for the
Fluctuation Analysis Calculator (FALCOR) developed by Hall et. al. (2009), a means of
calculating the mutation rate for each strain, using the MSS-Maximum Likelihood Estimator
method (MSS-MLE). For mutation-type analysis, a maximum of 3-4 colonies from each of the
12 replicates was analyzed by colony PCR (see below).

Canavanine expansion assay
The mutation rate for the canavanine reporter strains (CH1585, YSF1114 and derivatives)
were also determined by fluctuation analysis. PGAL1-CAN1 strains were streaked for isolation,
and grown at 30C for 72 hours on galactose media. Single colonies are plated on SC-ARG
galactose media with canavanine (60ug/ml), with YPD controls. Mutation rate for each strain is
calculated in an identical manner to the Doxycycline selection assay (described above). To
determine the expansion frequency, 3-4 colonies from each of the replicates are analyzed by
colony PCR. The number of colonies with expansions divided by the total number of colonies
represents the expansion fraction.
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Colony PCR
To amplify the CTD region in GRY3019 strains, primers OSMF134 and OSMF262 were
used, which widely flank the CTD region and anneal to both the genomic and plasmid copies of
RPB1. To amplify the CTD region within the canavanine reporter strains, OSMF 801 and 802
were used (Supplement).
Colony PCR was performed using a modified PCR protocol (from Gottschling yeast
protocols, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center). To prepare a crude DNA template from the
yeast colonies, cells are lysed open in 30ul 0.2% SDS at 90C for 4 minutes and briefly spun; 1ul
of the supernatant is used as template for a 50ul PCR reaction. To modify the PCR reaction mix,
add Triton x-100 so that it has a final concentration of 1%. Unless otherwise noted, gel
electrophoresis was done using 2% agarose gels, 1X TBE, and SYBR Safe DNA gel stain, run
with a 100bp ladder.
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Results
Experimental design
Truncation of the CTD was achieved through construction of the CTD in block units by
recursive directional ligation (RDL), rather than through enzymatic digest. Building the CTD
from the bottom up gives us the unique ability to tightly control the number of repeat units and
how they vary. Often, repetitive DNA is difficult to clone due to its inherent instability, but the
RDL method does not rely on DNA synthesis, and so makes our constructs less vulnerable to
mutation in the cloning process. See the methods section for a more detailed explanation of RDL
and CTD nomenclature.
CTD constructs were transformed into Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain GRY3019, yeast
with a tTA-controlled RPB1 gene. The tetO promoter replaces the native RPB1 promoter, and, as
a result, transcription of RPB1 depends on binding of the tet transactivator (tTA) protein which is
constitutively expressed in this lineage. Transcription of the gene is prevented with the addition
of doxycycline, which binds to tTA, inhibiting its ability to bind to the promoter. The plasmidbased copy of RPB1 is simply controlled by the native RPB1 promoter, and so is not subject to
the control of tTA. Under normal conditions, the plasmid-based copy should always be
expressed.

Differential growth of truncated mutants
Previous studies (Nonet & Young, 1989; Corden & West, 1995) have shown that 8
complete heptapeptide repeats are required for the survival of yeast, and 10 are sufficient for
wild-type growth. Using our system, we find results consistent with these findings. Growth of
truncated mutants under conditions where only the mutant copy of RPB1 is expressed (+Dox)
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reveals that yeast with 10 or more repeats are able to match the growth of yeast with a full-length
CTD, while yeast with only 8 repeats show a significant growth defect (Figure 10). synWT8
yeast appear sick, showing at least a 125-fold difference in growth by serial dilution.

(+)
(–)

WT26
synWT26
synWT14

synWT10
synWT8

Figure 10. Differential growth in truncated CTD mutants. Growth assessed by comparing serial
dilutions of yeast cultures expressing different length CTDs on doxycycline. Each row represents a
single strain, while each column is a 5-fold dilution, starting from an OD of 1. All strains are in
GRY3019 background; (-) = negative control, GRY3019 transformed with empty leu vector; (+) =
positive control, RPB1 is not under dox control (GRY3020). Arrow indicates suppressor colony.

Suppressor mutations can restore WT growth of truncated mutants
As is quite evident in the previous figure, strains with only 8 CTD repeats show a severe
growth defect; but some cells appear to be able overcome this deficit (see Figure 10, arrow).
Through mutations made during DNA replication and cell division, cells are sometimes able to
accumulate advantagous mutations; these cells go on to form larger colonies against the
background of sick, non-dividing cells – we call them suppressor mutants. The term suppressor
mutant refers to the idea that the secondary mutation which has occurred is able to suppress the
phenotype of the original mutation. In this case, the secondary mutation suppresses the growth
defect.
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In looking at suppressor colonies individually, we have noticed that there are several
different types of mutations that can occur. Amplification of the CTD region by colony PCR
using primers that flank it allows us to visualize changes in length of the CTD (Figure 11). The
primers are not specific to the plasmid copy of the CTD, resulting in amplification of both the
tTA-controlled genomic RPB1 and the plasmid rpb1. Mutation types include expansions,
recombinations, and extragenic mutations, all of which are shown in Figure 11. Expansions refer
to an increase in length of the truncated plasmid copy of the CTD, manifesting as an increase in
size of lower (truncated plasmid-copy) band on the gel. A recombination event is identified by
disappearance of the lower band, due to recombination of the plasmid with the full length
genomic copy. An extragenic mutation is one which occurs outside of the CTD, affecting some

1
1070bp
700bp

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 11. Types of suppressor mutations.
(top) Schematic representation of the types of
mutations which are occurring among truncated
yeast. (bottom) Colony PCR of suppressor mutants,
visualized by gel electrophoresis. Reveals three
mutation types, each with a unique banding pattern.
The upper set of bands represent amplification of the
full-length genomic copy of RPB1(~1070bp), while
the lower set of bands (~700bp) is truncated plasmid.
All three mutation types are represented here:
4=recombination, 6=expansion, all others extragenic.
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other portion of RNAPII or the genome; for this, no change is seen in either the upper or the
lower band of the gel. Expansion and extragenic events were both reported to appear in previous
studies (Nonet & Young, 1989), but recombinations are a unique feature of this system due to the
maintenance of the genomic copy.
Colony PCR acts as a preliminary tool in characterizing the CTD mutational events; the
next step in this process is sequencing. Because the colony PCR for the CTD results in a dual
banding pattern (and because results from colony PCR are generally not clean), the plasmids
were isolated from suppressors and subsequently used as template for a second round of PCR
whose products were used for sequencing. These plasmids were also transformed into
electrocompetent bacterial cells and stored at -80C for further use. Figure 12 shows the
sequencing results for a suppressor mutant which had undergone an expansion, adding 4 perfect
repeats. Without exception, the expansions that occurred were free of point mutations and
maintained periodicity. Expansions as small as +2 repeats were observed, as well as some as
large as +22 repeats (though this was rare). In general, an expansion of 4-8 repeats was typical;
only even numbers of repeats were added. Recombination events were easily distinguished from
expansions, as the synthetic sequence had been replaced by the native DNA sequence. Plasmids
Figure 12. Sequencing
results
confirm
expansion events for
truncated CTDs. A
clustal alignment of an
expanded CTD (+4
repeats) against the
original truncated CTD
construct,
synWT8.
Sequence derived from
plasmid, isolated from a
single
suppressor
mutant.
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isolated from extragenic suppressors showed no alteration to the CTD sequence, retaining 8
synthetic repeats.
Several spotting assays were then performed to characterize the growth of the suppressor
mutants. In the first, a variety of suppressors (expansion, recombination, and extragenic mutants)
were tested against the original truncated synWT8 strain from which they were derived (Figure
13). All suppressor mutation types were found to result in a full restoration of growth, more
closely resembling the strain with a full-length CTD than the truncated strain. The second
spotting assay sought to demonstrate that a plasmid-based mutation – expansion or
recombination – was sufficient to explain the restoration in growth of suppressor mutants. Fresh
GRY3019 was transformed with plasmids isolated from suppressor mutants carrying different
mutational events, and the growth was again tested through a comparison against the derivative

Figure 13. Suppressor mutations restore growth defect of yeast with truncated CTDs. A spotting
assay depicting four suppressor mutants isolated from synWT8 growth on Dox. Growth of suppressors
is compared to original unmutated synWT8 strain, as well as full-length (synWT26) and negative
(empty vector) controls; growth of suppressors on Dox more closely resembles strains with full length
CTDs than those with truncated copies, indicating a restoration of wild-type growth. Suppressors
mutations include addition of repeats (+4 and +8 repeat expansions), exchange with the genomic copy
of RPB1 (recombination), or mutations which occur outside of the plasmid (extragenic).
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synWT8 strain. Yeast freshly-transformed with the expanded and recombinant plasmids did
indeed show improved growth over the original truncated strain (Figure 14), ruling out that the
cause of the suppressor phenotype was due to some extragenic mutation. Additionally, we see
that plasmids isolated from suppressors with extragenic mutations do not confer the suppressor
phenotype to a fresh strain, demonstrating that the extragenic events are truly not plasmid based.

Figure 14. Plasmids isolated from
suppressors retain phenotype when
retransformed. RPB1 plasmids were
extracted from suppressors which
were previously found to harbor
mutational events, and transformed
into fresh strains, free of any
accumulated genomic mutations.
Plasmid-based mutation events such as
expansions and recombinations were
still able to confer improved growth
over synWT8 in a spotting assay;
plasmids isolated from extragenic
suppressors were not able to grant
such an advantage.

Calculating Mutation Rate: Fluctuation analysis
Mutation rate describes the appearance of suppressor mutants on selective media as a
function of the total number of cells plated. However, this calculation is not simply an average, a
matter which will be discussed later in depth. A fluctuation analysis assay (diagrammed in
Figure 15) is meant to calculate mutation rate on a greater scale for a population of cells. A large
number of cells – all derived from a single starting colony – are plated onto selective media to
isolate mutation event. In this case, synWT8 yeast are plated onto doxycycline, and those that
grow are the mutational events of interest. A dilution is also plated onto non-selective media, so
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that the original number of
cells plated can be determined
by back-calculation. In this
study, we use the fluctuation
analysis calculator (FAlCor)
developed by Hall et al (2009).
A fluctuation assay
Figure 15. General schematic for a fluctuation analysis.
Designed to calculate the median mutational rate for a population
of cells. Used to assess rates of expansion for our two systems –
doxycycline and canavanine selection – to monitor mutation rates
both inside and outside of the coding context.

was first carried out for the
synWT8 truncated strain, in the
absence of any additional
background mutations. In this

experiment there were 12 replicates, each from a single starting colony. Suppressor colonies that
form on doxycycline after 4 days of growth are counted and recorded. Control colonies on YPD,
plated as a 104 fold dilution, are counted after 3 days (Table 1). When entered into the FAlCor
program, these data yield a mutation rate of 3.49*10-6
mutations per cell per division. This number is a typical
value for the mutation rate we see for the synWT8
unmutated strain, with values usually ranging from
1*10-6 to 3*10-6 per cell per division. A mutation rate
of one in a million is very high, falling within the range
expected for unstable repetitive DNA (Gemayel 2010,
previously discussed).
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Table 1. Fluctuation analysis data
for GRY3019 synWT8.
Replicate
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Suppressor
colonies
23
8
3
64
8
6
22
2
8
5
14
3

Control
colonies
94
26
59
70
74
170
77
181
125
129
131
92

Linking DNA repair pathways to expansion
Using mutation rate as a tool for comparison, we next examine how mutation rate and
mutation type changes when key DNA repair proteins are deleted. Strains which are ku70,
rad5, rad52, or pol32 were derived from GRY3019, and transformed with the synWT8
plasmid. The growth of these truncated mutants on doxycycline was found to be similarly at a
deficit to the unaltered truncated strain (data not shown). A fluctuation assay was carried out
simultaneously in the 5 strains: the four knockout strains, plus a strain with wild-type
background. We expected that knocking out a repair protein that was important for the
mechanism of expansion in the CTD would dramatically decrease the mutation rate for that
particular strain. However, we found that mutation rates increased overall in the knockout strains
(Figure 16, left).

*
*
*

*

Figure 16. Mutation rate and type differs across strains with background deletions in DNA
repair proteins. A fluctuation analysis was performed for yeast with truncated CTDs that were also
deficient in various DNA repair pathway proteins. In particular, strains with deletions of rad5 and
rad52 show significantly increased rates of mutation (left, Dunn’s test p<0.05) and a lower
proportion of expansion events (right, Chi-square p<0.001), compared to wild-type. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.

To further tease apart these results, we next looked at the types of mutations that were
occurring in these strains. Using the same set of suppressors, a maximum of four colonies from
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each plate (12 replicates, 5 strains) were analyzed by colony PCR to determine mutation type.
Figure 16 (right) presents these results as a percentage of total mutations analyzed. In this
particular assay, about half of all mutational events were expansions in the wild-type truncated
strain. In contrast, only 5-10% of suppressor mutations were expansions in rad5 and rad52
strains. Therefore, we concluded that the proportion of expansion events occurring in strains with
deletions in rad5 and rad52 were significantly decreased compared to the wild-type strain
(p<0.001), suggesting that these proteins may have some role in the expansion of truncated
CTDs.

CTD expansion as a function of DNA sequence
In order to show that the CTD is able to use itself as a template for expansion, apart from
any advantage of our CTD expression system, we adapted a reporter system used by the Mirkin
lab (Shah et al, 2014). The reporter consists of the CAN1 gene, under the control of an upstream
activating site (UASGAL1) and positive promoter element (PGAL1). There is a gap between
UASGAL1 and PGAL1 where a repetitive sequence can be inserted. These elements tolerate a
separation of ~800bp (Shah et al, 2014), but any farther apart and they will not promote the
transcription of the downstream CAN1. The CAN1 gene product is toxic to cells because it
encodes an arginine/histidine permease which causes cells to take up a toxic arginine analog
known as canavanine (Can). Cells that become resistant to the drug through mutation (or in this
case, from undergoing an expansion event that causes the reporter to surpass the threshold
distance between activating elements) lose the ability to import canavanine, and therefore
become insensitive to its effects. Therefore, only cells which have lost the ability to produce the
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Figure 17. Canavanine reporter constructs (PGAL1-CTD-CAN1) under a split gal-inducible
promoter. UAS = GAL1 upstream activating site, Promoter = GAL1 promoter, positive regulatory
site; CTD sequence is inserted between UAS and Promoter such that the two elements are at the
appropriate distance to allow transcription of the downstream can1 gene. Once an expansion event
occurs, however, this distance becomes too large for normal activation, and so transcription of can1 is
prevented. CAN1 transcription results in cell death.

CAN1 transcript will be able to grow on canavanine-containing galactose media; cells that
continue to produce the permease product will be canavanine-sensitive and die (Figure 17).
We have inserted both the synthetic (synWT26) and native (WT26) full-length CTD
sequences between the GAL1 UAS and promoter of the canavanine reporter construct, in forward
and reverse orientations. Given the approximately 800bp threshold for the reporter, an additional
~6-8 CTD repeats will needed order for an expansion event to reach detectable levels. This is a
fairly large expansion, but well within the range that we have seen for our truncated mutants. The
longer the repetitive stretch of DNA, the more likely it is for a mutational event to occur
(Shishkin et al, 2009). The trinucleotide repeat construct (GAA)100 will be used as a positive
control for expansion; a non-repetitive control of comparable length will be used as a negative
control. A detailed description of the constructs and how they were integrated is included in the
methods section.
An initial test of the system with our constructs was completed by integrating a WT26
canavanine reporter into a can1 strain, CH1585, given to us by the Mirkin lab at Tufts.
Galactose media with canavanine produced colonies at a rate to be expected for a repetitive
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sequence, comparable to the basal rate of those reported in Shah et al. (2014) where the same
system was used for a set of trinucleotide repeats. However, when the colony PCR was
performed to check for expansion events in these suppressors, all remained unchanged. Some
suppressors showed a double banding pattern, which led us to believe that the strain was
maintaining more than one Can reporter construct, interfering with the results of the assay. To
account for this possibility, colony PCR was performed on the original can reporter strain
(CH1585), before and after the CTD construct had been integrated (Figure 18). CH1585 was
found to contain a definite product, with length corresponding to the (GAA)100 trinucleotide
repeat construct. CH1585 with integrated WT26 had two products – one corresponding to the
trinucleotide repeat construct, the other to the WT26, unexpanded. This presents two issues: first,
that the original strain possesses an existing copy of (GAA)100; second, that two copies of the
construct can be maintained in a single cell. The G100 plasmid designed by the Mirkin group has
a yeast centromere, which would allow it to persist through cellular replication. As such, the
plasmid needs to be cut and then gelpurified to eliminate the chance of it
being maintained; the purification
step was left out during this trial, and
so will have to be reintroduced in
subsequent efforts to ensure that no
intact plasmid is transformed.
In an effort to rid ourselves of
Figure 18. Trial integration of CAN1 reporter construct
showed plasmid contamination. Amplification of CAN1
reporter constructs at the integrated locus.
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the contamination by (GAA)100, we
have created our own reporter strain

for the canavanine construct which is can1 and trp1- (YSF1114, derived from GRY3020). Can
reporter constructs (GAA)100, WT26f, WT26r, and synWT26f were all successfully transformed
into YSF1114, and were cut and purified by gel extraction prior to integration to ensure that only
a single, integrated copy would be maintained. When each of these transformed strains were
patched and tested for reporter expression on SC-ARG galactose + Can, results were varied
(Figure 19). We expected that none of the strains would be able to grow, because none of the
constructs had yet surpassed the ~800bp threshold between UASGAL1 and PGAL1 that was
necessary to stop transcription of the CAN1 gene. As expected (GAA)100 was not able to grow on
the inducing media; however, we found that the forward CTD constructs did in fact grow on
canavanine – a surprising result since these constructs are just 650bp and 670bp, respectively.
Even more remarkable, was that the reverse orientation native CTD construct did not grow,
despite the obvious growth of WT26f; WT26f and WT26r are identical in all ways except for
orientation. Both YSF1114 (GAA)100 and WT26r show evidence of suppressor formation on
canavanine, as indicated by colony formation in these rows (Figure 19). We are not yet able to
draw conclusions about this data, as we wait for sequencing results to become available. We only
suggest that the threshold of our system is perhaps below 800bp, and that there is an orientation
dependence for the system, having to do with the conformation of the promoter region.
Figure 19. Yeast with PGAL1CTD-CAN1 reporters respond
differently given orientation
of the construct. Test of
YSF1114 CAN1 reporter under
inducible conditions (SC-ARG
galactse +Can); replica plated
from YPD patches of freshly
transformed yeast.
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Discussion
A recent review by Fuchs (2013) proposes that tandem repeats in RNAPII CTD may be
important for expanding the number of combinatorial possibilities for post-translational
modification. From this
perspective, an increased number
of repeats in the CTD would afford
increased variability, and therefore
greater opportunity for
intermolecular signaling and
interactions during transcription
(Figure 20). From this perspective,
Figure 20. The variability hypothesis for CTD repeat
expansion. Truncation produces reduced variability that comes
with reduced number of tandem repeats; the combination of
post-translational modifications becomes more restricted, and
perhaps limits what is recruited to the CTD during transcription.
Expansion to a longer CTD is favored.

RNAPII CTD should resist
truncation, as truncation would
limit the binding ability of the

CTD; furthermore, expansion in the number of repeats would be favorable. Growth defects
caused by severe truncation of the CTD are phenotypically obvious; mutants appear “sick,” with
stunted growth rates and lower growth densities (Nonet et al, 1987; Corden & West, 1995; Fuchs
unpublished). As such, we would expect a sick truncated mutant should undergo repeat
expansion in order to regain WT function of RNAPII, restoring growth; this is consistent with
what we and others (Nonet & Young, 1989) have observed.
A native example of this variability hypothesis comes from yeast cell surface proteins.
More than 75% of genes with long intragenic repeats encode cell surface molecules (Verstrepen
et al, 2005). These regions of the genome are highly susceptible to expansion and contraction,
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due to recombination events within the gene or with another pseudogene; maintenance of such
unstable tracts is proposed to therefore carry some functional advantage. In the case of cell
surface proteins, this instability is a mechanism for introducing variation in protein length,
subsequently altering cell surface properties such as adhesion , flocculation (clumping), and
biofilm formation (Verstrepen et al, 2005). Studies which have looked at expansion and
contraction in FLO1 – a gene encoding a cell surface adhesion molecule that has 45nt repeats –
show extremely high mutation rates (1x10-5), with products that are always in frame (Verstrepen
et al, 2005). Variation in length of FLO1 produces differences in phenotype, where cells with
more repeats typically show better adhesion. The FLO1 example is quite analogous to RPB1
CTD, as both are tandem repetitive proteins with longer repeats and significant variation at the
DNA level.
Natural variation in the length of the CTD can be seen across species and across strains
within the same species – the latter is true for both yeast and humans. Because the CTD also
serves a functional role in the cell as coordinator of the transcriptional cycle through posttranslational modification, we predict that its repeats provide a means to introduce enhanced
variability. As such, studying the repetitiveness of the CTD and its natural variation may lead to
a better understanding of its role in transcription. For more on this perspective and the
significance of the CTD as a flexible, repetitive protein, please refer to the prospectus.

Advantages of a new system
Using the combined methods of Pre-RDL plasmid construction and tTA-dependent
expression of RPB1 to study the CTD delivers results consistent with previous findings, and
promises additional benefits over past systems in areas of plasmid design and expression.
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Plasmid design for previous systems was limited to unidirectional deletions from the carboxyl
terminus of RPB1 using exonucleolytic cleavage (Nonet et al, 1987). This technique required
addition of a BamHI linker 3’ of the RPB1 coding region in order to re-ligate the product into the
expression vector. This linker replaces an 180bp region 3’ of the RPB1 normally coding for the
natural polyadenylation signal. It was reported that this replacement had no effect on growth, but
its extended effect on more specific transcriptional activities was not investigated (Nonet et al,
1987). The Pre-RDL method of plasmid design is more flexible in the types of constructs it can
produce. Not only does it allow us to build a CTD with the exact number of repeats that we want
to test, it also gives us a way to change DNA content (G-C richness, G-C skew, etc.) and
introduce mutations (i.e. create functionally null mutations, changing serine to alanine [Fuchs,
unpublished]). Of course, RDL has its own limitations, stemming from its block unit
construction.
Previous experiments also relied on a plasmid shuffle system, where the truncated copy
of RPB1 must be transformed into yeast possessing a deleted RPB1 gene and a full length copy
of RPB1 plasmid (Boeke et al 1984). Once transformation of the truncated plasmid is complete,
the full-length plasmid – which also possesses a URA3 marker – is kicked out by plating cells on
FOA, a negative selection technique for ura positive yeast. This process is time intensive, and
requires a new round of transformation and selection every time an assay is to be repeated. Our
tet-off system (Malagon 2006), which places RPB1 under doxycycline control, is a more
convenient and streamlined system. It does not require maintenance of a full-length plasmid, nor
does it demand deletion of RPB1; there is no negative selection process to attain truncated
mutants, simply a single transformation of the truncated plasmid. Additionally, having a tTA
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dependent system allows for quick shut off of the wild-type copy of RPB1, as well as the ability
to turn it back on (reversibility).
This easy control provides a quantitative advantage over the previous system, as it allows
for many suppressor mutants to be created and collected at once. In order to isolate suppressors,
previous studies resorted to conditions of heat or cold sensitivity (Nonet et al 1989), a process
which was quite time-consuming as suppressor cells can take several weeks to grow in the cold.
Using an 8 repeat truncated mutant, constructed by Pre-RDL and expressed under the
doxycycline-controlled conditions, we have created a system which allows us to isolate
suppressors over the time course of a few days, at a very high frequency – about one in every
million cells plated is a suppressor. Nonet et al (1989) and other similar studies based
observations of the CTD on a small sampling of isolated suppressors, resulting in mostly
qualitative descriptions of mutational events. Our method allows us to implement high
throughput techniques such as fluctuation analysis, which calculates quantitative mutational rates
of a population. Since sample size is an indispensable source of experimental power, this is a
valuable tool to use. Given that the goal of this study is to illuminate the mechanism by which
the CTD sequence is able to expand, as well as to discuss what properties or characteristics allow
it to do so, we believe that our system is the best fit for this purpose.

Mutation rate and mutation type analysis
Mutation rate – the number of mutations per cell per division for a population of cells – is
a useful measure for genomic instability, as it accounts for the number of mistakes made
throughout the cell cycle. Mutation rate is the preferred calculation over mutational frequency
because of its improved accuracy and reproducibility, which are believed to better provide
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information about true biological processes such as the mechanism of mutation (Rosche &
Foster, 2000). The rate calculation controls for the fact that every cell possesses some probability
of accumulating a mutation during its period of exponential growth, and that once this event
occurs it is present in all of its clones; thus mutations which occur early on disproportionately
affect the number of mutants overall (Rosche & Foster 2000). The calculation of a mean
mutational average, given the consequences of an early mutation, would be extremely biased
toward when the mutation occurred. There are several ways of calculating mutation rate, but we
use the online fluctuation analysis calculator (FAlCor) developed by Hall et al. (2009).
We had hoped to use mutation rates to point us toward a particular mechanism for CTD
expansion, but found that this was not a good approach. Because mutation rate encompasses any
mutation which can suppress the truncation defect, its numerical value is not linked specifically
to the rate of expansion. Overall, we saw that the mutation rate increased for strains with
background deletions in different DNA repair proteins. This can potentially be explained in
several ways. For example, it is possible that in mutating one repair pathway, we actually
upregulate others, and that these other pathways act as a compensatory mechanism for the
deletion. It is also conceivable that strains deficient in a particular repair pathway are at greater
risk overall for the accumulation of mutations in the genome; if the mutations occur in areas of
the genome which can suppress the truncated growth phenotype, then mutation rates are inflated
in these strains.
Because mutation rate ended up being an ineffective method for determining mechanism,
we turned to looking at mutation types and their relative proportions across strains with DNA
repair protein deletions. We saw that rad5 and rad52 showed significant decreases in the
proportion of expansions occurring within the CTD, compared to wild-type. Similar results have
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been noted for studies involving simple repeat expansions (Johnson 1992, Shishkin 2009), and so
we are confident that this result is a true reflection of a potential mechanism for large-repeat
expansions of the CTD. The complete proposed model for this mechanism is explored in depth
later on in the discussion.

Limitations of the system
There are two major limitations of this system that we hope to improve upon. First, we
are working with a plasmid-based system, and while this is easier to work with for a variety of
reasons, it has significant drawbacks in this case. In the ideal situation, each yeast cell would be
transformed with a single copy of the CTD plasmid. Unfortunately, multiple plasmids can be
taken up by a cell at a time, and can persist through several generations. We have seen evidence
of multiple plasmid copies in the mutation type analysis of some of our suppressor mutants,
where multiple bands were sometimes present. This observation pinpoints a clear flaw in the
experimental system if such duality and ambiguity can exist, particularly the difficulty it causes
in classifying mutations. Additionally, using a plasmid-based system may prevent us from
determining the true mechanism of expansion as it occurs in the natural system, where RPB1
exists as part of a longer chromosome arm, integrated into the genome.
The second limitation has to do with the sequence of the CTD constructs. Because of the
cloning method, the DNA sequence of the synthetic CTD constructs is more repetitive (less
degenerate) than the native genomic copy. We have chosen to create building blocks for the CTD
which contain two repeats each, differing in sequence; this essentially creates a larger, perfect
repeat of 42bp. Functionally, this limits the variation in the CTD, whose native DNA sequence
changes from one repeat to the next. As a consequence we cannot tell where exactly an
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expansion event took place, as there are no unique markers along the length of the CTD to orient
us. The greater concern though is that the synthetic DNA sequence is not an exact match to the
native CTD, and so may not be an appropriate substitution. Depending on which of the CTD’s
properties are important for expansion, these differences could affect mutation rate. If instability
is dependent on the repetitiveness of the DNA, this would make expansion more likely in the
synthetic construct. If instead the mechanism is dependent on some other quality of the DNA for
formation of secondary structures – such as the presence of a G4 quadruplex motif – the
synthetic sequence is actually a weaker G4 motif (Figure 21).
We expect that the implementation of the canavanine reporter system will be able to
resolve the issues in the current design of the doxycycline reporter system. In the new system,
the CTD is integrated into a non-coding region of chromosome III, eliminating issues of a
plasmid-based design. We will also be able to compare expansion rates of the native and
synthetic CTD sequences directly, which should tell us if the differences between WT26 and
synWT26 ultimately impact the likelihood of an expansion event. Expansion will also be
examined in the absence of DNA repair factors in this setting, in particular rad5 and rad52
which appear to be most
promising. Eventually, we hope to
return to the doxycycline
expression system to re-examine
expansion of the CTD in the
natural coding context, perhaps by
integrating the truncated rpb1 copy
at a separate locus of the genome.

Figure 21. CTD G motif. A known G motif within the noncoding strand of the native CTD sequence (WT26, left), with
candidate guanine tracts in orange. The corresponding
elements are shown for the synthetic CTD (synWT26, right).
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Building a Model
The Zakian group has developed a computational method to screen for G quadruplex
motifs across the genome, looking for sequences with at least four tracts of three or more
consecutive guanines with 5-50 nucleotides between each tract (Capra et al, 2010). These
parameters are fairly inclusive, as the longest reported loop between tracts was 22 nucleotides
long (Bourdoncle et al, 2006); it does, however, exclude G4 structures that form from guanine
couplets (tracts of two consecutive guanines), as these structures tend to be less stable. The data
set generated by this program places a strong quadruplex motif directly amidst the native CTD
sequence of RPB1 (Capra et al, 2010). The motif consists of five tracts of three to four
consecutive Gs, with ~18bp loops (Figure 21). The high density of guanines in this region is due
to the regular repeated use of the CCC proline codon within the coding region of this portion of
the CTD. There is preliminary evidence within our group to suggest that G quadruplex formation
is playing a role in the expansion of the CTD, as functional mutation of pif1 – encoding a G4unwinding helicase – causes a significant increase in the number of expansion events (Fuchs,
unpublished). In unwinding quadruplex structures, Pif1p resolves the obstruction within the
DNA, reducing repeat instability; therefore, without it, G-rich regions which are normally
stabilized by its activity become more vulnerable to changes in genome structure.
Quadruplex DNA, like other forms of secondary structures, can act as a physical barrier
to the polymerase machinery during transcription and replication. G4 structures in particular
have been shown to stall replication forks at a high rate, predominantly in cells where the
resolution of these structures has been compromised by deletion of the pif1 helicase or through
addition of a G4-stabilizing drug (Paeschke et al, 2011; Lopes et al, 2011). A stalled replication
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fork can signal many things to a replicating cell. First, it triggers a DNA damage checkpoint
response, so that the cell may be notified of an obstruction during synthesis. This signaling
involves activation of the ATR kinase pathway (S. cerevisiae MEC1), which will not be
discussed here, other than to say that it aids in stabilizing the replication fork so that further
damage does not occur (Voineagu et al, 2009). Left unaided, a stalled fork is extremely unstable
and may collapse, resulting in a DSB. So that synthesis may continue and the cell cycle may be
completed, the cell must make a choice to either synthesize through the lesion that caused the
stall (Blastyak et al 2007) or to simply continue downstream of the lesion. Skipping over the
lesion leaves a gap between the stalled fork and the site where replication re-initiated, left to be
repaired after mitotic synthesis is finished (Torres-Ramos et al, 2002). Given the decision to
carry on with synthesis without stopping to repair the lesion, the pathway subsequently activated
is known as the DNA damage tolerance (DDT) pathway. There are two possibilities in DDT:
translesion synthesis and template switching (Figure 22, left and right pathways respectively),
both involving recruitment of the Rad6/Rad18 heterodimer. Traditionally these pathways are
studied in the context of UV damage, or other DNA damaging agents which stall replication
forks, but it is also appropriate to consider them in the circumstance of stalling, as DNA
secondary structures can also induce them.
The choice between the translesion synthesis and template switching pathways (Figure
22) is mediated by ubiquitination of PCNA, a DNA clamp and processivity factor for DNA
polymerase. Monoubiquitination at K164 of PCNA by the Rad6p/Rad18p dimer induces the
translesion synthesis pathway, while further polyubiquitination at this site by Rad5p triggers
template switching (Ghosal 2013). Polyubiquitination occurs via noncanonical K63 linkages,
distinct from K48-linked polyubiquitin chains which typically trigger protein degradation
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(Myung & Smith 2008).
TLS and template
switching are known to be
somewhat in competition
with one another, but what
guides the choice between
them is unclear; some
speculate that it is the
lesion itself which dictates
the choice – what the
damaged nucleotide looks
like, what type of
Figure 22. The DNA damage tolerance pathway and restarting a
stalled replication fork . From Ghosal (2013). A schematic depicting
the two arms of the PRR pathway, described in text.

sequences are involved,
which strand it is on, etc.
(Myung & Smith, 2008).

The link between checkpoint damage response and the two DNA damage tolerance pathways is
equally uncertain, but it is known that the RPA that binds to ssDNA to prevent it from winding
back on itself is both phosphorylated during the ATR checkpoint pathway (Voineagu et al, 2009)
and is responsible for inducing ubiquitination of PCNA, leading to activation of DDT (Ghosal,
2013).
Translesion synthesis employs a special set of polymerases, called translesion
polymerases, that are capable of bypassing lesions because of decreased specificity of the active
site, due to increased size of the binding pocket (Cox et al, 2012, p. 438). This allows atypical
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nucleotide structures to be able to fit into the active site of the polymerase for synthesis. This is
in stark comparison to the replicative polymerase, which has a very specific binding pocket
suited only for canonical A-T G-C base pairing. Translesion polymerases also lack the
characteristic 3’ 5’ exonuclease activity of replicative polymerases. Due to these features,
translesion synthesis is considered to be the more error-prone form of replication restart,
depending on which polymerase is used (Torres-Ramos, 2002). Recall from the introduction that
the replication model for repeat instability describes such an event, where the hairpin structure of
a repetitive element forms between Okazaki fragments and synthesis occurs across the lesion
(Figure 6 top). One could envision a translesion polymerase being implemented under those
circumstances, leading to a contraction in the repeat region. For this reason, and because there is
no evidence of error prone repair (from sequencing), we believe that translesion synthesis is not
involved in the CTD expansion process observed in this study.
The alternative to translesion synthesis is template switching, considered to be an “errorfree” method of fork restart. It is often referred to as postreplication repair (PRR) because it
occurs after the majority of synthesis is complete, filling in the gaps where replication skipped
over obstructions in the DNA. Template switching is thought to resolve stalled forks through
either fork reversal or recombination-mediated progression (Figure 22). The key protein players
in these pathways are as of yet unclear, though the process is believed to be initiated by Rad5p,
and mediated by Rad52p in some cases (Zhang & Lawrence, 2005). Whether fork reversal or
recombination is implemented, the partially replicated sister strands serve as templates for repair
at the site of the lesion in either situation. Referring again to the models for repeat instability in
the introduction, we see that fork regression in particular has been implicated in the replication
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model for trinucleotide repeat expansion (Figure 6, bottom), making it a good candidate for our
model.
Because this study has focused on expansion events in truncated CTDs, we turn our
attention to a discussion of the proteins known to be involved in template switching, particularly
the role of RAD5 and RAD52 in this process. Rad5p has DNA-dependent ATPase activity,
helicase activity which is specific to replication fork regression, and ubiquitin-ligase activity
when in complex with other proteins; each of these presumably plays a role in its ability to
initiate PRR and template switching. Under conditions where PRR is promoted, Rad5p
associates with monoubiquitinated PCNA via the Rad6p/Rad18p heterodimer. This recruits
another dimer with ubiquitin conjugating activity, Mms2p-Ubc13p, which then polyubiquitinates
PCNA, promoting the shift from translesion synthesis to template switching. Next, the helicase
activity comes into play. Since the lesion exists only on one strand, leading and lagging strand
synthesis become uncoupled; the resulting asymmetrical homologous replication fork structure
was found to be the specific substrate of the Rad5 helicase domain – it would not unwind any
other duplex or heterologous fork structure (Blastyak et al, 2007). Unwinding of the two nascent
strands from their respective templates allows the fork to regress, promoting annealing between
the two nascent and the two parental DNA strands, creating the characteristic chickenfoot
structure (Figure 23). The original site of the lesion is replicated over during the subsequent
synthesis, using the complementary nascent strand as template. The RAD5 model described here

Figure 23. Fork regression mediated by Rad5 helicase activity. From Blastyak et al (2007).
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(as in Blastyak et al, 2007) is dependent on the lesion occurring in the leading strand. The issue
of strand dependence and orientation as it applies to RPB1 synthesis will be discussed in the next
section.
There is evidence that RAD5 promotes repeat instability through PRR at stalled forks
arising in trinucleotide repeat tracts, as rad5 strains show decreased expansion events seen at
these sites (Johnson 1992, Shishkin 2009, House 2014). Our results agree with this association;
the proportion of CTD mutations which are expansions decreases significantly when rad5 is
deleted (p<0.001). The irony of this result should not be overlooked: RAD5 is meant to be a key
player in an “error-free” post replication repair pathway, and yet it is implicated in large scale
expansion and contraction events in tandem repeat regions of the genome. It is, however, still
error free in the sense that periodicity of the repeats is maintained and no point mutations are
observed.
RAD52 is known for its primary role in homologous recombination, mediating the
“error-free” repair of double stranded breaks through sister strand invasion of a homologous
chromosome. Because the yeast in our system are haploid, however, we known that the
expansion of the CTD does not depend on repair off of a second copy – it uses itself as a
template for expansion. Therefore, how might we imagine Rad52p to be involved? Instead of
two homologous chromosomes being the substrate for Rad52p, we imagine that the partially
replicated strands of the replication fork act as the template for repair. In a study looking at DDT
mechanisms of repair, Zhang & Lawrence (2005) found that 60-70% of resolved forks required
RAD6/RAD18, while the remaining percentage were dependent on RAD52, with some overlap
between the two. Translesion polymerases were found to be important in only a very small
fraction of repair events, and so it is assumed that the RAD6/RAD18 activity can be correlated
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with the template switching arm of the DDT pathway. Results from this study suggest that
RAD52 acts both independently of and in conjunction with RAD5-mediated template switching
(Zhang & Lawrence, 2005). The role of RAD52 in fork restart could then be two-fold: aiding in
homology mediated template switching resolution, or acting as an alternative option to template
switching all together.
To promote the strand invasion necessary for recombination by Rad52p (separate from
homology mediated template switching), we must imagine a break occurring at the fork, as in
fork collapse. In fact, DSBs and stalled replication forks are readily inter-convertible, as proteins
involved in pathways for DSB repair and resolution of stalled replication forks cross-regulate
each other (Voineagu et al, 2009). An association between quadruplex DNA and DSBs has also
been noted in the literature. In looking at the associations between G4motifs and other common
genome features, the Zakian group noticed that many quadruplex sites corresponded with sites of
H2A phosphorylation (γH2AX), a marker of DNA damage (Capra et al, 2010). The γH2AX sites
used in this analysis were recorded from cells unexposed to DNA damage, and so represent areas
of the genome that are fragile, or particularly susceptible to breakage during replication.
Regardless of whether it has a role specific to template switching or separate from it, RAD52
clearly is somewhat responsible for the expansions we are seeing to the CTD; the proportion of
expansions observed in the CTD is significantly decreased in rad52 strains, comparable to
those for rad5.
Overall, the data presented here fit well with existing models for repeat expansion
through a template switching mechanism. There are, however, some notable inconsistencies
within the model that have to do with formation of the G4 secondary structure and the orientation
of the gene during replication. These issues are explored in the next section.
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Issues of orientation
The replication model of repeat instability assumes that replication blockage occurs on
the lagging strand template, as this is the strand which is more likely to remain single-stranded
for any period of time (Mirkin, 2007). And yet, in considering a RAD5-dependent template
switching mechanism, we are told that the lesion must occur on the leading strand in order for
expansion to occur. This presents an issue of orientation that is worth discussing for the
particular case of RPB1 CTD. The closest origin of replication to RPB1 in yeast is 1.5 kb
upstream of the gene, making the G-rich strand the template for the leading strand (Figure 24).
Given this orientation – with the quadruplex forming on the leading strand – the CTD would be
likely to restart via a template
switching event mediated by
Rad5p if replication were stalled.
With the potential for
misalignment between nascent
strands, this could result in
expansion. However, according to
existing models of the formation of
secondary structures, replication
Figure 24. Orientation of RPB1 during transcription and
synthesis. Transcription (top) and replication (bottom)
bubbles are depicted as RNA/DNA nucleotide synthesis
occurs, respectively. The gene is drawn in the forward
direction, with the nearest origin of replication lying
upstream of the gene, to the left as drawn. The G rich stand
is indicated by the quadruplex motif (GGG..)4,
corresponding to the predicted site of replication stalling.
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would not be likely to stall since
the structure forming motif is on
the leading strand. Because
previous studies have looked

primarily at repeat expansion of simple repeats and replication stalling by hairpin formation, it
may be necessary to modify the criteria for large tandem repeats and more complex structure
formations such as quadruplexes. For example, a recent publication (Lopes et al, 2011) has found
that repeat instability due to the presence of G4 structures was dependent on the G rich strand
acting as the leading strand template for a large repetitive protein, CEB1. In another study,
Paeschke et al. (2011) finds evidence of G-quadruplex-related instability independent of strand
orientation across a collection of repetitive genes; G-quadruplex-induced breakage occurred on
both leading and lagging strands. These data suggest that quadruplex formation may have
different criteria for formation during synthesis than other types of secondary structures that is
specific to the gene involved.

Arguing for an integrated model of repeat instability
The more we explore the triggers and mechanisms of repeat instability, it is clear that the
process is extremely complex; the model for instability of RPB1 CTD does not involve just
replication, or just repair, or just recombination as it was presented in the introduction – more
than likely all of these processes play a role. Repeats capable of forming secondary structures
within the DNA are likely to do so during replication, and these structures either inhibit repair
altogether – leaving the potential for fork collapse and double-stranded breaks – or they promote
error-prone repair through mechanisms involving translesion synthesis, recombination, or fork
regression. What determines which pathway is promoted under what conditions has yet to be
determined. In the case of the CTD, however, we conclude that there is key evidence to support a
template switching method, initiated by stalling at G4 motifs. Replication restart during post-
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replication repair of the CTD seems to involve RAD5 and RAD52, acting together or in tandem
to cause expansion events.
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Prospectus
In evolution, yeast have arrived at an optimal length for their CTD at 26 repeats. Within
wild strains of S. cerevisiae, some have added and subtracted one or two repeat units, but most
remain unchanged (Fuchs unpublished). If we look at variation on a larger scale – the evolution
of the CTD across species – we see much larger variation in CTD length; from yeast to humans,
the length of the CTD doubles. Presumably, this is to accommodate the increased complexity of
the transcriptional system in higher eukaryotes, which the CTD is responsible for coordinating.
From these observations we know that the CTD is capable of expanding over significant periods
of time, but overall maintains a stable uniform length. This presents an interesting duality within
the CTD: that it is both flexible and stable. Here I present the argument that both of these
properties are necessary given the essential nature of the protein, and that they are preserved as a
result of the unique DNA sequence which encodes the CTD.
The flexibility of the CTD – its ability to expand and contract – is both functional and
protective. The length of the CTD limits the number of combinatorial post-translational
modifications (PTMs) that can occur. As such, the types of proteins that can bind, as well as the
number of proteins that can bind, will be a direct function of CTD length. So as an organism’s
genome becomes more complex, the CTD must grow to accommodate; this returns us to the
evolutionary time-scale. Imagine, though, that a mutation occurs in a cell which severely limits
the CTD’s ability to bind proteins important for transcription, either through truncation or some
other inactivating mutation (such as a frameshift by nucleotide insertion or deletion, or through
introduction of a stop-codon part way down the sequence). In this case, flexibility would be
advantageous to the cell if it were able to expand to regain length or contract to remove the
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inactivating mutation. Such an ability would grant the CTD protection against an otherwise
deleterious mutation.
The stability of the CTD is equally as important, particularly in maintaining genome
integrity. Constant expansions and contractions within repetitive regions put the cell at danger of
more large scale chromosomal rearrangements, especially if the mechanism involves the creation
of DSBs. As an essential
gene, which must be
maintained in order for the
cell to survive, RPB1 cannot
be subject to such
instability.
The sequence of the
CTD itself is uniquely suited
to fit both of these criteria
(Figure 26). The
heptapeptide repeats are
essentially conserved at the
amino acid level, perfectly
maintaining periodicity
throughout. The DNA which
Figure 26. Diversity and consensus within RPB1 CTD. Protein and
nucleotide sequences of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae CTD show
that the repetitiveness of the protein is maintained, despite a diverse
DNA coding sequence. Figure by Brad Reinfield.
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encodes the CTD, however,
is extremely diverse; each

repeat is different from the next, taking full advantage of the redundancy within the genetic code.
This balance between repetitiveness and diversity gives the CTD just enough leeway to expand,
without compromising its genetic integrity.
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Supplement:
Primer name
OSMF134
OSMF262
OSMF353
OSMF345
OSMF349
OSMF351
OSMF801
OSMF802
Shah.forward
OSMF232
OSMF101
OSMF401
OSMF402
OSMF403
OSMF404

sequence 5’3’
TTTACTAGCGCCGTTGGTTT
GATCGATGAGGAGTCACTGG
GCCCCCGGGAGATATTTTT
CTAAGCGCATTGCTCACTTG
AATGCAAACAAGGAGGTTGC
CGAATAGGTCTATTTTCCACTACG
TCAAGTAACACTCGCAGACAT

description
rpb1 downstream
rpb1 upstream
upstream ku70
upstream rad5
upstream rad52
upstream pol32
upstream can1 reporter –
amplification
TGTCGGCGTCTTCTTTTGAA
downstream can1 reporter –
amplification
ACGTGTACAGTTCTCTTTACATCATC
upstream can1 reporter –
integration
TCAAAAATCATCGCTTCGCTG
downstream can1 reporter –
integration
CGAGTACGAGATGACCACGA
nat internal reverse
TAAGCACCATGGGTGAAGCACCTACATCTCCC
upstream forward NcoI (PCR
mutagenesis primer)
TAAGCAGCGGCCGCACGTAAGGATGATATACGAG downstream reverse NotI (PCR
mutagenesis primer)
TAAGCAGCGGCCGCGTGAAGCACCTACATCTCCC upstream forward NotI (PCR
mutagenesis primer)
TAAGCACCATGGACGTAAGGATGATATACGAG
downstream reverse NcoI (PCR
mutagenesis primer)

Colony PCR conditions:
95C – 5 min
95C – 30 sec
52C – 45 sec
68C – 1 min 15 sec 35x
68C – 5 min
4C hold
Genotypes:
GRY3019

MATa his3 leu2 lys2 met15 trp1::hisG URA::CMV-tTA
PtetRPB1(kanRPtetO7-TATA-RPB1)

GRY3020

MATa his3 leu2 lys2 met15 trp1::hisG URA::CMV-tTA

CH1585

MATa leu2-Δ1 trp1-Δ63 ura3–52 his3–200 can1Δ::kanMX

YSF1114

MATa his3 leu2 lys2 met15 trp1::hisG URA::CMV-tTA can1Δ::spste2p-HIS5
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